Here is a sample of what's going on in classrooms this week:

**Human Geography** students are going on a field trip to visit See International, an organization dedicated to restoring vision for people around the world. These students organized a bake sale and raised $308 for See, which was then matched by their Board of Directors. This money has the equivalent impact of restoring sight for 12 people! Students in **Spanish III** are writing fairy tales, and making audio recordings of their stories using an app called Flipgrid. Pigs will literally fly in Mr. Bennett's classroom this week! **AP Physics** classes will observe and record data related to these flying pigs in a lab designed to help students understand centripetal motion. **AP Biology** students are doing an inquiry-based lab to observe water movement in cells, while **Biology** classes are finishing a case study on the cyanide poisoning of Tylenol in the 1980's to help them understand the concept of cellular respiration. **World Literature and AP English Literature** classes will begin their studies of *Cyrano de Bergerac* and *Tess of the d'Urbervilles*, respectively.
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